Never have I found a single resource more useful during my rotation through neurosurgery than Mark Greenberg's *Handbook of Neurosurgery*. It also fits conveniently in the pocket of a standard white coat.

As the title indicates, Greenberg's handbook is exactly that, an essential resource intended for use on the wards while caring for neurosurgical patients. Now in its sixth iteration, it is a tool written by neurosurgeons for neurosurgeons. The structure of the book suits its purpose: 28 chapters covering simple subjects like basic neuroanatomy to how to properly work up a complicated patient suffering from a subarachnoid bleed. It tackles all the most important topics facing today's neurosurgeons with extensive cross-referencing between chapters, complete with thorough annotations to countless peer-reviewed journals at the end of the chapters. One of the book's strengths is its reliance on high quality evidence-based studies for its recommendations. Greenberg does a surprising job of building neurosurgical problems from the ground up, going into sufficient detail regarding the etiology and pathophysiology, which the medical student appreciates, but devoting the majority of its text to diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, and outcomes that the clinician appreciates.

The intended audience is clearly those in their post-graduate medical training in neurosurgery, but the book also was utilized by many neurology residents, particularly in caring for critically ill neurological patients in the intensive care unit. Many of the chapters use graphs and charts for easy to access information in a standardized format that carries throughout the book. This assists the learning process by formatting specific types of information in a common visual presentation that lends itself to better recall. For example, most of the drugs in the book are presented in a standard note card format. While sometimes it suffers from an over-reliance on the brief and simplistic outline format, it does accommodate subject matter that requires more detailed explanations. Specifically, the book does a nice job of bridging the latest recommendations and classification schema with clinical practice, explaining how and why guidelines can be applied.

Even though it is a very strong overall reference, it is notably limited in size and scope in some neurological areas, specifically neuro-ophthalmology and neurotology. However, the book does accomplish the goal of providing a concise resource for innumerable pertinent facts and figures to the modern neurosurgical practice. From a medical student's standpoint, the book elevated my understanding of the neurosurgical patient so I could meaningfully participate and understand the discussion taking place between my resident and attending. I would not be able to comment on its usefulness and relevance at the senior resident or attending level. While I found it a wealth of information that could be overwhelming times, they might find it lacking in certain key areas. With that in mind, all of the residents I have spoken with found it an "essential" component of their training and a "must have" tool, particularly at the early stages of their career.
